For two-image structure from motion, we present a simple, exact expression for the least-squares imagereprojection error for finite motion that depends only on the motion. Optimal estimates of the structure and motion can be computed by minimizing this expression with respect to the motion parameters only. This gives a fast, reliable, and optimal algorithm. Also, we present a solution to the triangulation problem: an exact, explicit expression for the 3D structure given the motion. We identify a new ambiguity in recovering the structure for known motion. We use our exact expression for the least-squares error to study the error's properties experimentally and demonstrate that it often has several local minima for forward or backward motion estimates. Most of these results assume that the camera is calibrated and use a version of the least-squares error that is most appropriate for a spherical imaging surface. We point out the advantages of the spherical error for standard cameras with planar imaging surfaces. We briefly discuss variants of our approach that apply to the standard least-squares error in the image plane and uncalibrated cameras. We present an improved version of the Sampson error, the standard first-order approximation to the least-squares error in the image plane, which gives better results experimentally.
Introduction
This paper revisits one of the oldest and most fundamental problems in structure from motion (SFM): estimating the 3D structure of a scene and the camera motion from 2 images. The problem goes back more than 20 years [15] [10] and has great practical importance. Most current SFM algorithms use a 2-image technique in their initial stages, and, despite the fact that 2 images contain less information than a larger number, recent research has shown that one can often estimate structure and motion from 2 images with surprising accuracy and robustness [30] [20] [19] [25] [24] .
All algorithms for 2-image SFM use the same basic strategy. They first compute an initial estimate of the camera motion, either by a linear method [15] [11] or, more recently, using RANSAC and the "7-point" algorithm [9] [26] . We have nothing to contribute to this stage. In a second, "polishing" stage, they improve the initial estimate by minimizing an error function with respect to the unknown motion and/or structure. This paper focuses on the second stage. For convenience, we assume that the error minimized is the standard least-squares image-reprojection error. Our results can be extended to robust errors.
The only current polishing technique that is optimally accurate, bundle adjustment (e.g., [27] [8] ), minimizes the error over all unknowns, the structure as well as the motion. Since it minimizes over a large number of variables, it is relatively slow and its performance is opaque: one cannot easily predict whether it will find the best estimate at the lowest error or confirm that it has done so after it has converged (see Section 2.2.2). Another standard technique is to minimize an approximation to the reprojection error that depends just on the five motion unknowns. The most popular approximation we call the weighted-coplanarity or WC error (e.g., [29] [30] ), and we refer to the algorithm that minimizes it as Algorithm WC. (Recently, it has been called the Sampson error [5] .) The algorithm is faster than bundle adjustment because it minimizes in many fewer unknown, but it gives just an approximation to the optimal motion estimate which, in some situations, is not a good one. Because the structure estimates depend sensitively on the motion estimates, and because two images are often not enough to constrain the motion strongly, it is crucial to ensure that an algorithm gives at least a good approximation to the optimal motion estimate.
In this paper, we propose an approach to 2-image SFM that resolves the dilemma between speed/reliability and accuracy. First, in Section 2, we present a simple, exact expression for the least-squares reprojection error for finite motion that depends only on the five motion parameters. Minimizing this expression gives an algorithm that is as fast as Algorithm WC and as accurate as bundle adjustment. Because our algorithm searches in a small number of parameters, its performance is relatively transparent: one has a good chance of understanding whether it will succeed in finding the optimal estimate and of ensuring that it does [17] . As a corollary, Section 3 presents a solution to the stereo triangulation problem: a simple, exact expression for the optimal estimate of the 3D structure given the motion. The previous work of [6] gave an implicit form for the optimal estimate as the root of a 6th degree polynomial. Since the structure estimate depends sensitively on the noise as well the motion, it is often important to compute the optimal structure estimate. Also, we describe a new ambiguity in recovering the structure for known motion. As we discuss, the existence of this ambiguity helps to explain how approximations such as the WC error sometimes fail.
In Section 4, we use our exact theoretical results to study the least-squares, finite-motion error experimentally. Due to the simplicity of our expression for the error, one can easily compute it over a large range of motion estimates. We show that the error often has several local minima when the motion estimate is forward or backward. Some of these minima pose the real danger that an algorithm may mistakenly converge to them.
It is important to understand how the reprojection error depends on the estimates: to do so is to understand the intrinsic problem that a SFM algorithm must solve.
The least-squares image-reprojection error that we use for most of this paper corresponds to a noise model that is appropriate for a spherical imaging surface. We point out that this error has advantages over the standard image-plane error even for a planar imaging surface. Our error agrees closely with the image-plane error for cameras with standard fields of view ( ÇÎ ¼ AE ). Also, most of our results assume a single calibrated camera.
In Section 5, we briefly discuss variants of our approach that apply to the image-plane error and to uncalibrated cameras. The triangulation ambiguity that we have found also occurs for the image-plane error.
In the Appendix, we describe an improved version of the WC (Sampson) error that almost always gives a better approximation to the least-squares error in the image plane.
One result of this paper appeared in preliminary form in [21] .
Definitions and Preliminaries
We assume the camera is calibrated. Without loss of generality, we take the focal length to be 1. We use MATLAB notation: we represent a column vector by listing entries separated by ';' and a row vector by separating entries by a comma or space. A colon indicates a range of indices. Also, for a set of quantities Î , we use Î to denote the column vector with entries Î . Let ½ AE be the AE ¢ AE identity matrix.
We assume there are ¾ images and AE Ô points tracked over the images. Let we take the field of view (FOV) to be a circle centered on the image origin.
Given a matrix Å, let Å℄℄ ¾ be the ¾ ¢ ¾ submatrix of Å consisting of entries from the first ¾ rows and columns.
For finite motion, the standard least-squares image-reprojection error in the image plane is
where the Ô Ñ are the measured image points and our notation indicates that ÄË depends on all the È Ñ as well as on Ê, Ì. We define the optimal least-squares estimates of Ê, Ì, and the È Ñ as the "values" that give the least error ÄË . (We put "values" in quotes since the least-squares estimates of the È Ñ can occur at infinity or at the points´¼ ¼ ¼µ or Ì where the error ÄË is not defined.)
The Least-Squares Error: Exact results

Introduction: Previous Work
Our goal is to derive an effective least-squares error function that depends just on Ê, Ì. 
where Ò represents the infimum or greatest lower bound. 1 The function ´Ê Ìµ has the same minimum as ÄË does, and it achieves this at the same values for Ê, Ì. We will also refer to ´Ê Ìµ as the "least-squares error." Due to the standard scale ambiguity in SFM, one can write as the function Ê Ì , where Ì is the estimate of the translation direction, or as ´Ê µ, where is the estimate of the epipole. [28] showed that Ê Ì has the explicit form
where Ê Ì is the essential matrix and the Ô Ñ are length-3 vectors on the image plane (with Þ¡ Ô Ñ ½)
that give the optimal estimates of the Ô Ñ . The Ô Ñ exactly satisfy the coplanarity constraint Ô Ì ½Ñ Ô ¼Ñ ¼ (see, e.g., [5] ).
Unfortunately, the Ô Ñ are complex functions of Ê, Ì, Ô ¼Ñ , and Ô ½Ñ : [6] showed that they are given by the roots of a th degree polynomial. Minimizing (3) over Ê Ì does not appear to give any speedup, or help in understanding the performance of the minimization, compared to minimizing ÄË´Ê Ì È µ over all motion/structure unknowns. To achieve real speedups, researchers have minimized approximations to that depend simply on Ê and Ì.
The WC approximation. We briefly discuss the standard WC approximation to ´Ê Ì µ. 
In the Appendix, we give another derivation of (4) which also yields a new and experimentally better approximation to Ê Ì . [30] showed that the WC approximation (4) However, when Ì is forward (or backward) and nearly parallel to Ô ¼Ñ and Ô ½Ñ , the quantities Þ¢ Ô Ñ ¾ in the denominator of (4) may become small and very different from Þ¢ Ô Ñ ¾ , making Ï a poor approximation to . Since we show in Section 4 that ´Ê Ìµ has the most complex Ì-dependence for forward/backward Ì, the approximation Ï Ê Ì becomes worst precisely where the true error is most complex. This is a serious problem, because it raises the possibility that a routine minimizing Ï Ê Ì over the forward/backward region of Ì might quickly diverge from the results of an optimal routine minimizing the true error
The fact that all current approximations to Ê Ì fail in the forward/backward region of Ì motivates our exact analysis below.
The Directional Error
This section derives a simple exact expression in terms of Ê Ì for the least-squares error minimized over the structure. The least-squares error that we start from differs from the standard one in (1) . Define the length-3 unit vectors Ô ¼Ñ Ô ¼Ñ Ô ¼Ñ and Ô ½Ñ Ô ½Ñ Ô ½Ñ . Rather than defining the least-squares error in the image plane, as in (1), we consider the directional least-squares error 2
where Ñ is the angle between the expected and observed ray directions for the Ñth point and th image. This gives the natural form of the least-squares error on a spherical imaging surface (e.g., [12] Advantages of the Directional Error. The directional least-squares error represents the measurement error in terms of the angular error Ñ in the direction, while the standard error represents it in terms of the pixel error in the image plane. In effect, the directional error assumes that the average size of the noise in the direction of an observed point, measured in radians, does not depend on the point's position in the image. The standard imageplane error assumes that the average size of the noise measured in pixels does not depend on position. These assumptions are very different, since an image-plane noise of ½ pixel corresponds to a very different amount of directional noise for an image point near the camera axis than it does for a point at a large angle to the axis.
As the image point's angle from the camera axis increases, a ½-pixel noise corresponds to a decreasing angular error Ñ . At ¼ AE from the camera axis, a ½-pixel error corresponds to zero angular error. Thus, the image-plane error (1) assumes near-perfect angular resolution at large angles. Real lenses have the opposite behavior: their angular resolution worsens at large angles. It is a reasonable approximation to model the angular resolution as constant, as the directional error does, even for large FOV of ¼ AE , but it is often a poor approximation to model it as improving with distance from the camera axis, as in the standard error.
The noise model on which the least-squares error is based should also reflect the properties of the 3D world.
The measurement errors in the image depend on the scale of the 3D texture in the scene as well as on the properties of the camera. To first approximation, the 3D world is rotationally invariant: if one averages over all possible positions and orientations of the camera, the angular size of 3D texture as seen from the camera does not 2 Instead of (5), one could also use
, with a different weighting ÛÑ for each 3D point, without changing any of the subsequent analysis. 3 Whether these advantages make the directional error a better overall noise model for cameras with planar imaging surfaces remains an open question, which must be answered empirically. depend on where the texture projects into the image. 4 Since rotational invariance is exactly what the directional error (5) assumes, the directional error gives a good average model of the 3D world. The standard image-plane error (1) assumes, in effect, that the image projection of 3D texture scales with pixel size. The "size of a pixel" is a property of the camera, not of the world. Assuming the camera has nonaccidental position and orientation, the 3D texture is unlikely to scale in accordance with the camera scaling. This will only happen exceptionally, for instance when the camera views a frontal plane. In general, the image-plane error gives the wrong model of the 3D world.
Even if one views the directional error as an approximation to the image-plane error, it gives a different kind of approximation than the Ï error does. The Ï error is a first-order approximation, and its omission of higher order effects can make it fail in the forward/backward region of Ì. The directional error differs from the image-plane error just in its noise model, and the two errors agree well regardless of the direction Ì. regardless of whether the rotation is zero or nonzero: the rotation has no effect on the minimization over È Ñ .
The only change for nonzero rotation is that one represents image ½ by the unrotated data Ô ¼ ½Ñ rather than the original data Ô ½Ñ . This simplifying step is our main reason for using the directional error.
We minimize ¡ Ñ ¾ over È Ñ in two steps. First, we fix an epipolar plane passing through the two camera positions (Figure 3a ), and we minimize over all È Ñ (except ¼ and Ì) on this plane. Second, we minimize the result of the first minimization over all choices of the epipolar plane. The combination of the two steps clearly gives the same result as minimizing over all È Ñ . We follow the standard practice of neglecting the constraint that the depths are positive.
The rationale for our two-step approach is the same as in [6] . One can write the minimization over È Ñ as one over the images Ñ and Ñ of È Ñ in the two cameras, where Ñ and Ñ must be constrained to satisfy the coplanarity constraint 
Proof: see Appendix.
The minimizations over Ñ and Ñ in (7) are trivial ( Figure 3b ) and give
which we write as
Note that (8) and (9) From the previous arguments, we have
Since Ò Ñ Ì one only needs to know how Ë Ñ acts on the 2D space perpendicular to Ì. In effect, Ë Ñ becomes a ¾ ¢ ¾ matrix. The least eigenvalue of this matrix gives Ñ , and the corresponding eigenvector gives the optimal estimate of Ò. The eigenvalues of a ¾ ¢ ¾ matrix are trivial to compute, and the result is:
One can also write the Ñ and Ñ in terms of the essential matrix (see Section 1.1 for its definition):
One take the minimum over or since these live in compact spaces; the infimum is unnecessary.
Discussion
We have verified (11) experimentally. For several real and synthetic sequences, we directly minimized the directional least-squares error ÄË´Ê Ì È µ over all the È Ñ using a generalized optimization routine from MATLAB. The result was always approximately equal to Ü Ê Ì and always larger than Ü Ê Ì .
Presumably, the discrepancies between the minimization results and Ü were due to our halting the minimization routine before it had fully converged. One advantage of having an explicit form Ü for the error is that we don't have to worry about what criterion to use for halting the minimization over the structure (determining the stopping criterion for a minimization routine can be a difficult problem).
There are several other advantages to minimizing Also, BA is likely to be slower than minimizing Ü´Ê Ìµ. Its steepest-descent step requires more computation than the steepest-descent step in minimizing Ü´Ê Ìµ. More important, BA explores a much higherdimensional and more complicated surface. If BA starts from a poor initial estimate 6 that is far enough from the global minimum so that the algorithm encounters the complex regions of the surface during its descent, it is likely to require many iterations. Over a sufficiently complex region of the error function, no general-purpose minimization routine does better than a blind and slow first-order local search, regardless of how fast it can be shown to converge near the global minimum.
One can easily apply our results for robust estimation. For instance, one could modify (11) to get a robust error function that is flat for larger values of the error. One could use (11) to compute the exact distance to the epipolar lines for putative values of Ê Ì generated by RANSAC [4] or use (11) for minimizing over inliers.
Optimal Structure Estimate
By minimizing ¡ Ñ ¾ over È Ñ , we are implicitly computing the structure given the motion. In this section, we give an explicit expression for the exact optimal structure given the motion. Our expression just requires computing square roots. Previously, [6] gave a non-explicit solution for the structure which required solving a th-degree polynomial. In addition, we identify a configuration of the estimated epipole and image observations Ô ¼Ñ , Ô ¼ ½Ñ that produces a one-parameter ambiguity in recovering the structure. This ambiguity also occurs for the standard image-plane error. For convenience, we drop the subscript Ñ in this section and, without loss of generality (due to the scaling ambiguity), we take Ì ½.
Our discussion is complicated by the need to consider special cases. Section 3.1 begins with the special and trivial case when at least one of the image rays Ô ¼ ½ and Ô ¼ is parallel to Ì. Section 3.2 describes the typical case when neither Ô ¼ ½ nor Ô ¼ is parallel to Ì. We must again consider several special cases, one of which gives an ambiguity in estimating the epipolar plane and the structure. Our discussion is organized as follows. After describing the situation that causes the ambiguity, we compute the optimal structure estimate for the generic, non-ambiguous case. We return in Section 3.2.4 to the special ambiguous case.
The optimal epipolar plane
As in Section 2.2.1, we represent the epipolar plane by its surface normal Ò. Since Ò ¡ Ì ¼, the unit normal Ò lies in the ÜÝ plane in our coordinate system, and we represent it as a length-¾ vector in this plane, see Figure   4b . Let Ë ℄℄ ¾ be the ¾ ¢ ¾ submatrix of Ë consisting of the Ü and Ý entries of Ë where we defined Ë in (9).
As discussed following (10), the eigenvector of Ë ℄℄ ¾ corresponding to the least eigenvalue gives the optimal estimate of Ò. If Ë ℄℄ ¾ has a unique least eigenvalue, the estimate of Ò is uniquely determined (up to sign), but if Ë ℄℄ ¾ has two eigenvalues of equal size, Ò can lie in any direction in the Ü-Ý plane.
Ambiguity of the epipolar plane. 
When the condition (13) holds, Ë ℄℄ ¾ has equal eigenvalues and Ò is ambiguous. When (13) does not hold, the Ò-estimate is unique (up to sign).
We rewrite the condition (13) in terms of the image measurements. From the expression for Ë ℄℄ ¾ in (12),
After we substitute these expressions and take the square root, the condition (13) becomes
which is the form of the condition (13) Optimal estimate of the epipolar plane: generic case. When the ambiguity condition (14) does not hold, it is straightforward to show that the unique optimal estimate of Ò (up to sign) is
where
and is a normalizing factor that enforces Ò ½. Explicitly, we have
Though the expression for Ò in (15) (14) that make Ò non-unique. Since we assume in this section that (14) does not hold, we can take ¼. From ¼ and the expressions for and in (16) and (17), we have ¼ only when 
Optimal estimates of , (generic case)
Given the optimal estimate of Ò, we compute the optimal estimates of the images of È namely È È and ´È Ìµ È Ì , see (6) . We again assume that the ambiguity condition (14) does not hold. Section 3.2.4
analyzes separately the case when (14) holds.
As discussed at the beginning of Section 2.2.1, see also Figure 3b , the optimal estimates of and are generally just the projections of the image data into the epipolar plane. Recall from (7) 
In fact, (18) 
which one can rewrite as 
The optimal estimate of È (generic case)
Given the optimal estimates for , , we compute the optimal estimate of È by standard triangulation. Again, we temporarily assume that (14) does not hold, which implies that our expressions for and in (18) are valid.
Our detailed derivation in the Appendix shows that the result below is valid also for the limit Ô ¼ ½Ý ¼.
where and ¼ are given in (16) and (33), (32). Recall that this form assumes Ì ½.
Coordinate-free expression for È. One can rewrite (20) in a covariant form, independent of our coordinate system, by replacing Þ Ì,
The ambiguous case
When the condition (14) is a one-parameter ambiguity in determining È.
As one varies the normal Ò, the estimate È in (21) traces out a curve known as a twisted cubic [5] , see Figure   6 . One can write this curve in a more transparent form in our coordinate system as anywhere on the twisted cubic of (22) or, in addition, anywhere on the lines´ ¼ ½µ or´¼ ½µ One can describe these additional lines without reference to a coordinate system as, respectively,
and
Summarȳ
If neither Ô ¼ ½ nor Ô ¼ is parallel to Ì and the ambiguity condition (14) does not hold, È is given by (20) . This is the case normally encountered (the generic case). (24) gives È. The structure È may occur on any one of three one-dimensional sets.
In coordinate-free notation, the ambiguity condition (14) Figure 7b . This matters since, as we discuss next, the existence of the ambiguity is associated with a breakdown in the WC approximation to the least-squares error. ½Ñ approach the ambiguous configuration [19] . Thus, the existence of the triangulation ambiguity is associated with the failure of the WC-like approximation Ï Ñ .
A similar result holds for the original WC approximation. If the rotation is around the Þ axis, the triangulation ambiguity for the image-plane error is similar to that for the directional error. It is easy to show that the optimal structure estimate is ambiguous whenever the image points lie in the right-isosceles configuratioń
for any finite . Also, [19] showed for Þ-rotations that the WC error fails as an approximation only near the rightisosceles configuration. 8 Thus, the ambiguity that we have found connects to the failure of the WC approximation.
For rotations out of the image plane, with Ê Þ Þ, the optimal structure estimate for the image-plane error is ambiguous only for some motions, see the Appendix. We have not investigated the goodness of the WC approximation for out-of-plane rotations, but the fact that the WC-like approximation Ï Ñ fails near rightisosceles configurations suggests that the WC approximation may also have troubles near these configurations even when there is no actual ambiguity.
Experiments: the Least-Squares Error
This section studies the least-squares directional error experimentally. Since we previously analyzed the error for sideways translations in [19] , we focus here on forward/backward motion. (That is, we study the error for translation estimates that are forward or backward; the true translation can be in any direction.) Below, for simplicity, we use "forward" to include "backward." The error we study is the exact error for large motions.
Though it corresponds to a rotationally invariant noise model, we expect our qualitative conclusions to apply to other (small) noise models.
We demonstrate that the forward-motion error is often complex and can have several local minima. [2] recently verified this experimentally for infinitesimal motion, confirming our suggestion in [19] , and we show it here for large motions. What makes our study feasible is that we avoid a costly minimization over the structure unknowns but still compute the exact error.
We report results for noiseless synthetic sequences generated using the measured ground-truth structure from two real motion sequences: the UMASS PUMA sequence [14] and the UMASS/Martin-Marietta Rocket-Field sequence [3] . The depths for the PUMA structure vary from 13-32 and for the Rocket-Field structure they vary from ½ to . We used several translations ranging in magnitude up to ¾ for the PUMA structure and up to ¾ for the Rocket-Field structure. For simplicity, we took the true rotation to be zero; the directional error is invariant to the true rotation. ´ µ plotted as a function of . 8 For Þ-rotations, the "intermediate" error analyzed in [19] is equivalent to the WC error. Figures 8-9 show results for the PUMA structure, and Figure 10 shows results for the Rocket-Field structure. has a large enough domain of attraction and a low enough error to be dangerous for algorithms.
In Figure 9 , for the PUMA structure and Ì ´ ½ ½ ¿µ, the closeup plot of the error shows that the pictured false minimum has a domain of attraction with radius of about ¼ ¼ or ½½ pixels. In Figure 10 , the closeup plot for Ì ´½ ¼ ¾ µ shows a false minimum whose domain of attraction has a radius of about ¼ ¼½, corresponding to about 7 pixels. This local minimum has an error of ¢ ½¼ compared to the error's total range of ¾ ¢ ½¼ ½ ¢ ½¼ ℄ for varying over the image region ( ¼ ¿¾ Ü ¼ ¿¾ ¼ ½ Ý ¼ ¾). Table 1 tabulates the number of false local minima recovered in each of our five experiments. . Table 1 : Results for 5 synthetic two-frame sequences generated using the ground-truth structure for the RocketField and PUMA sequences. The table shows the number of false local minima for different choices of the translation.
The Image-Plane Error and Uncalibrated Cameras
This section describes a variant of our approach which gives an approximation to the least-squares error in the image plane. We also describe variants for uncalibrated cameras.
The exact least-squares error in the image plane, ÄË´Ê Ì È µ, was defined in (1). We consider the 
Thus, our approximation Ô becomes exact when the rotation is around the Þ axis for any direction of the translation. In contrast, the WC error becomes exact only when Ê is a Þ-rotation and Ì ¡ Þ ¼.
Since our sole aim in using ´Ê Ìµ is to obtain the optimal estimates of Ê and Ì, the main desideratum for Ô´Ê Ìµ is that it should give a good approximation to ´Ê Ìµ for Ê Ê Ñ Ò , where Ê Ñ Ò´Ì µ Ö Ñ Ò Ê ´Ê Ìµ is the optimal estimate (given Ì). rotation Ê Ñ Ò must be nearly a Þ-rotation, since otherwise it would remove the image points from the FOV. Thus, the error Ô , unlike the WC error, typically gives a good approximation for forward or backward motion.
We experimentally compared our new approximation to the WC approximation for forward/backward motion.
Rather than Ô , we used a modified approximation that is valid over a larger region of rotations. To minimize the effects of the part of the rotation that changes the Þ axis, our modified approximation unrotates just by the square root of this part. One can write any rotation Ê as Ê Ê Þ½ Ê Ü Ê Þ¼ , where the Ê Þ are in-plane rotations about the Þ axis and Ê Ü is the out-of-plane rotation about the Ü axis. We have the exact equality and it gives a better approximation to the exact result for small out-of-plane rotations.
We compared our approximation to the WC error on four real image pairs over the grid Ü (25) as before, and the infimum of (25) over the È Ñ again gives (26) .
The approximations (25) and (26) are exact whenever À corresponds to a Þ-rotation plus a shift in the image center and a change in the focal length-i.e., they are exact for a -parameter subgroup of the full homography group. 9 The homography À has only 5 free parameters, since for any Î ¾ ¿ and ¾ ½ the transformed matrix 9 For the focal length change one must modify (26) One could also use the directional least-squares error for the projective case, with
This is a reasonable alternative since the directional error gives a good approximation to the image-plane error assuming one has normalized the images to a unit box. One can approximate Ò È ÔÖÓ ´À È µ as before by (11) with Ê À and Ì , and the approximation is exact when À is a rotation. Using the QR decomposition, one can write any homography as À ÊÍ, where Ê is a rotation and Í is upper triangular. (11) is exact for À with Í equal to the identity and gives a good approximation for À with Í close to the identity.
Conclusion
We presented a new algorithm for 2-image structure from motion that gives fast and optimal reconstructions from point features. We used this algorithm to study the least-squares image-reprojection error and demonstrated that local minima occur frequently for forward or backward motion estimates. Our results confirm that the reflected local minimum of [19] [2] occurs for large true motions.
We showed that one can write the directional least-squares error exactly as a simple function of the motion alone. We derived an exact explicit expression for the optimal estimate of the structure given the motion and pointed out a new ambiguity in recovering the structure for known motion. The ambiguity also occurs for the image-plane least-squares error, though only for special motions. The ambiguity connects to the failure of the WC (Sampson) approximation, the standard first-order approximation to the least-squares error in the image plane. In the Appendix, we derive an improved form of the WC error that gives better results experimentally.
Appendix
Optimal Structure Estimate
For brevity, we drop the subscript Ñ in this section.
Proof of Claim 1. From (6), any choice of È on the epipolar plane (excluding ¼ or Ì) gives a unique pair of and on the epipolar circle. If one could show that any choice of the pair and corresponds to a unique È, the claim would follow immediately, since the set of all and would be equivalent to the set of all È (excluding ¼ or Ì). Unfortunately, the equivalence does not hold exactly. What one can show is that, for all choices of and apart from a set of measure zero, one can find a È that reproduces these choices via (6) We now show that the infimum over È gives the same result as the infimum over and . We have
Clearly, taking the infimum over all È is equivalent to taking the infimum over the constrained set of all pairs and which come from some È.
Since ¡ ¾ does not depend on sign factors in or , one can extend the latter infimum to one over all pairs and which differ at most by factors of ½ from the and that come from some È. The extended infimum still gives the same result as the infimum over È. As we showed above, this extended set consists of all pairs and except for the measure-zero set where 
at the exceptional pair.) The extended infimum still gives the same result as the infimum over È which demonstrates the claim.
Computing the structure by triangulation: the derivation of (20) for the generic case. From the definitions of and , the structure satisfies È ¼ and È Ì · ½ for some constants ¼ and ½ . Substituting the optimal estimates for and from (18) and equating the two expressions for È, we get
Triangulation in the ambiguous case: deriving (21). We assume the ambiguous condition Ô ¼
Since Ò is ambiguous, we rewrite (31) as 
The Þ ¼ limit of (34) and the Þ ¼ limit of (35) are also valid solutions.
Ambiguous triangulation for the image-plane error
We analyze when the least-squares error in the image plane gives rise to an ambiguity in the optimal structure estimate. We take the motion as known. Consider a single 3D point È Ñ and its images Ô ¼Ñ Ô ½Ñ . For the image-plane error defined in (1), the optimal estimate of È Ñ is given by
Let be the essential matrix. One can replace the minimization in (36) by a constrained minimization Define ½ Ê £ to be the epipole in image ½. We temporarily assume that neither nor ½ is at infinity. To simplify the problem, we shift the images so that and ½ are at the origins of image ¼ and image ½, respectively, and we rotate the images around their centers to place Ô ¼Ñ on the Ü-axis and Ô ½Ñ on the Ý-axis. One We now follow the same strategy as for the directional error and in [6] . We first fix the epipolar plane and minimize (38) over all points Ú £ ¼ and Ú £ ½ on this plane. Then, we minimize over the choice of the epipolar plane.
Fixing the epipolar plane is equivalent to fixing an epipolar line in image ¼ that passes through £ ´¼ ¼µ [5] . Minimizing over all Ú £ ¼ on the epipolar plane is equivalent to minimizing over all Ú £ ¼ on this line, which we refer as Ä ¼ . We parameterize our choice of Ä ¼ by its normal One can easily show that there is no ambiguity when or ½ is at infinity This analysis says nothing about the possibility of a discrete ambiguity, with 2 or 3 equally good estimates of the structure (due to 2 or 3 of the roots of the 6th degree polynomial in [6] giving equal least-squares errors). 
The Improved WC Approximation to the Image-Plane Error
